APSA PARTNER GROUP: FRENCH POLITICS/ ASSOCIATION FRANÇAISE DE SCIENCE POLITIQUE

Come Join Us in Montréal !!!

Thursday September 15th, 8:00 – 9:30 am
Panel: 2022 Parliamentary and Presidential Elections in France
Co Sponsored with the Elections Division

Chair:
Amy G. Mazur, Washington State University

Papers:
The New Face of the Populist Radical Right: Éric Zemmour
Gilles Ivaldi, Sciences Po Paris, CEVIPOF

Fragmented Parties and Attitude Change: A Study of Right-wing Voters
Álvaro Canalejo-Molero, European University Institute
Morgan Le Corre Juratic, European University Institute,

Here to stay? The Institutionalisation of LaREM
Elodie Fabre, Queen’s University Belfast

Voting is not enough: The Electoral Impact of Generational Renewal
Vincent Tiberj, Sciences Po Bordeaux, Centre Emile Durkheim

Discussants:
Ruth Dassonneville, Université de Montréal
Phillipe Maarek, Université de Paris Est (UPEC)

Thursday September 15th, 12:00-1:30 pm
Panel: New Directions in Policy Feedback and Mass Publics Studies
Co Sponsored with the Public Policy Division

Chair:
Jane Gingrich, University of Oxford, Magdalen College

Papers:
Engaging People on Probation or Parole in New Jersey
Melissa Michelson, Menlo College
Hannah Walker, University of Texas at Austin
Tova Wang, Harvard
Ariel White, MIT

Visible and proximate policies? Normative policy feedbacks in Europe
Samuel Defacqz, Université Laval
Claire Dupuy, University of Louvain
Virginie Van Ingelgom, F.R.S.-FNRS, University of Louvain

Political Participation as Labor: Impacts of Punitive Experiences on Black Women
Sally A. Nuamah, Northwestern University

Learning Citizenship: How Adolescent Experiences Shape Political Understandings
Sarah Bruch, University of Delaware
Justis Freeman, Research for Action
Aaron Rosenthal, Simmons University
Alyn Turner, Research for Action
Alexis Wrease, University of Delaware

Discussants:
Andrea Campbell, MIT
Jamila Michener, Cornell University

Saturday September 17th, 12:00-1:30
French Politics/ AFSP Partner Group Business